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GLOSSARY
Athwartships. Perpendicular to fore and aft.
Beam. A timber similar in use to a floor joist, which runs from one side of the hull to the
other athwartships.
Bow. A nautical term that refers to the forward part of the hull of a ship or boat
(en.wikipedia.org).
Bowsprit A large, tapered spar extending forward from the bow of a sailing vessel, to which
stays for the masts are secured (www.yourdictionary.com/bowsprit).
Carling. Similar to a beam, except running in a fore and aft direction.
Cleat. A piece of metal or wood having projecting arms or ends on which a rope could be
wound or secured (www.answers.com)
Frames. Ribs that are attached to the hull and run perpendicular to the keel. Frame numbers
are the numerical values given to the frames; they begin at 1 with the first bow frame, and
extend to the last stern frame.
H-Bitt. Used to secure a line that is attached to another vessel during towing operations
(Figure 1) (en.wikipedia.org).

Figure 1 H-Bitt (Drawing: Globalsecurity.org)

Keel. The large beam around which the hull of a ship is built. The keel runs in the middle of
the ship, from the bow to the stern, and serves as the foundation or spine of the structure.
Port. Nautical terms which refer to the left side of a ship when looking toward the bow
(en.wikipedia.org).
Rub Strake An applied thickening member at the rail running lengthwise of the vessel. It
serves to protect the hull from rubbing other objects (http:en.mimi.hu).
vii

Samson Post A square shaped upright post mounted forward in a boat attached to the keel to
which a towing line may be secured (www.mcgill.ca/maritimelaw/)
Starboard. Nautical term which refers to the right side of a ship when looking toward the
bow. (en.wikipedia.org).
Stem. The forward part of the bow, usually on the ship's centerline. Traditionally, the stem
was an upright timber or metal bar into which side planks or plates were joined
(en.wikipedia.org).
Stern. A nautical term that refers to the rear part of a ship or boat.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION: THE ELMWOOD WRECK SURVEY
Elmwood Wreck Site
This monograph is a survey utilizing multiple techniques of the wreck site locally known as the
Elmwood Wreck. The wreck is an example of a vernacular wood boat constructed for working on the
North American Great Lakes in the 19th or early 20th century. Preliminary research found
documentation referring to the Elmwood Wreck as an old schooner in 40 feet of water (Shore Diving,
2011) or as a wooden tug in 25 to 40 feet of water (GTBUP, 2009). This site is an ideal location to
compare survey techniques and to identify the wreck type of the Elmwood.
Orientation
The region the site is located is in Lake Michigan, which is one of the five Great Lakes in North
America (Figure 2). The jurisdiction for this wreck is in the waters of the United States and the State of
Michigan. The general location is in Traverse Bay near Traverse City Michigan (Figure 3). The sites
geographical coordinates are: 44 47.249N, 85 38103W.

Figure 2. Great Lakes and the State of Michigan (Map: Wiki Commons)
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Traverse Bay

Traverse City

Figure 3. Traverse Bay and Traverse City (Map: Wiki Commons)

Research Aims and Objectives
This part of the Great Lakes has been the location on numerous documented and undocumented
shipwrecks. This survey was part of a Nautical Archaeological Society (NAS) Part II project and
consisted of two aims:
1. Attempt to determine the type of vessel the Elmwood Wreck was and its function on the Great
Lakes.
2. Compare the effectiveness of various physical survey methods utilizing divers, a Total Station
electronic survey device, a sector scan sonar and a Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV).
The objectives were:
1. Conduct a physical survey of the Elmwood utilizing divers equipped with measuring tape, survey
markers, cameras, scales and slates.
2. Conduct a survey of the Elmwood utilizing a Leica Total Station electronic distance measuring
device.
3. Conduct a survey of the Elmwood utilizing a Kongsberg Sector Scan Sonar.
4. Conduct a survey of the Elmwood utilizing a ROV.
Survey Teams
There were two survey teams operating on the site, Red team and Blue team. Each team surveyed the
wreck of the Elmwood with different aims and objectives. The teams shared common data for each of
their respective reports. The Red survey team consisted of three members. The first is Bill Chalfant an
archaeologist and a diver from Key West, Florida. The second was Jutta Debie also a diver, underwater
2

photographer and an archaeologist from Belgium. Gerald (Jerry) E Boldenow was the third team
member who is a diver and a surveyor by profession from Chicago Illinois. The aims and objectives
for this team are stated in the paragraphs above which are published in this monograph. The White
Team consisted of Lynne Fulton, Christa Szabo, Chris Orvis, and Kathryn Clark. Their team will be
publishing a separate monograph with the results of their research.
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Chapter 2

SITE SURVEY OF THE ELMWOOD WRECK UTILIZING DIVERS
Methodology
The diver survey consisted of finding the wreck site and conducting an assessment survey (Holley,
2011). A Research Plan was developed (Appendix A) and submitted to the Diving Archaeological
Supervisor, Ian Cundy. After approval the teams planned to make a sketch of the wreck site and place
port and starboard control points. The next step was to install center, stern and bow control points.
Final fixing of the points was to be accomplished by taking depth measurements of each of the control
point and make a minimum of four measurements from each control point with a tape measure and
then recording these measurements on a slate. The measurements were then to be inputted into a Site
Recorder 4 plotting software for evaluation and plotting of measurements. When the control points
were verified then detail points were to be fitted, surveyed and recorded in the same manner.

Elmwood Wreck

Photo 1 Aerial View of Elmwood Site (Photo: USGS, 2005)

Conduct of the Survey
Initially it was believed that finding the wreck site would be a relatively easy task. The coordinates
which were provided listed the site at 44 47.249N 85 38.103W (GTBUP, 2009) off the shore of
4

Elmwood Township Park (Photo 1). However, it was time consuming to find the site and mark it with
a flag buoy. A site assessment was conducted and all potential hazards were identified and mitigation
procedures emplaced. Oxygen and first aid kit and staging area was set up near the water entry point.

Photo 2 Control Point on Bow (Photo: Jutta Debie)

Once the survey teams arrived, dive teams were established and a marshaling plan was compiled and
the teams set up their gear. An overall site sketch was drawn and location of outside control points
determined. Port of the wreck was marked with iron rebar stakes driven into the lake bed. Each was
marked from the bow to the stern as P1, P2 and P3. The same technique was used on the starboard
side with S1, S3 and S3 respectively. The next team in the water set in the center line points utilizing
fluorescent orange plastic stakes (Photo 2). These points were marked as C1, C2 and C3 from bow to
stern. Additionally, a forward bow point was placed ahead of the wreck marked B1 and a stake at the
stern marked ST1.
Each control point was then measured to at least four adjacent points and a depth measurement taken
of each control point. The measurements were then plotted in the Site Recorder 4 software (Cundy,
2011) for verification. The results are plotted in figure 4.
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Figure 4 Site Recorder Control point Plots in Site Surveyor 4

The software analyzes the data and plots the points on an X-Y axis. If the relationships balance there
will be a green line from point to point. As figure 4 shows most of the lines are green, however the line
between B1 and C1 are red indicating an incorrect measurement. It took numerous dives and data
entry analyses to get the control points to turn green (Appendix B). Problems that were encountered
were: tape measure lines snagging on parts of the wreck causing false readings, confusion of the point
number when recording and poor visibility with multiple divers in the water.
Next in the survey was the insertion of detail points (Photo 3). The white team was selected to
emplace these points. These points were marked with white plastic tags and numbered D1 through
D17. Each tag was secured to the wreck utilizing cable ties.
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Photo 3 Detail point on bow of wreck. (Photo by Lynne Fulton)

After the detail points were secured, each point was measured in the same manner as the control
points. Some of the same problems that were encountered with the control points were also
encountered with the detail points. There were particular difficulties in inputting the data into the Site
Recorder 4 software. Many of the points had errors and had to be re-measured or deleted. The detail
points with the control points are plotted in figure 5.

Figure 5 Control and Detail Points Plotted Together.
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In addition to control and detail point measurements, key portions of the vessel were measured and
recorded. Timbers and planks were measured using calipers (Photo 4) and other areas were measured
with tape or squares. In addition the types of fasteners used on the vessel were noted.

Photo 4 Jerry Boldenow taking Timber Measurements with a Caliper (Photo:
Jutta Debie)

Photographic Survey of Wreck Site
Also included in the diver survey was a photographic documentation of the site. This technique
included the use of measuring scales (Doyal, 2011) and placing them at key locations on the wreck and
then photographing them. Jutta Debie was the primary photographer and Bill Chalfant was the
secondary photographer. Recording with a camera has its challenges, primarily visibility. It was not
possible to make a photo mosaic because of a lack of a frame (Doyal, 2011).
8

Photo 5 View of Elmwood Wreck from Stern to Bow (Photo: Jutta Debie)

Photo 6 Jutta Debie Measuring from Rub Strake to Top of Bow Stem (Photo:
Provided by Jutta Debie)
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Photo 7 H-Bitt at Bow Marked as C1 (Photo: Jutta Debie)

Photo 8 View of Port Side Looking Toward the Stern (Photo: Jutta Debie)
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Photo 9 View of the Port Side Stern of Wreck Structure Looking Towards the
Bow. Marked as C3. (Photo: Jutta Debie)
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Chapter 3

SURVEY OF ELMWOOD WRECK UTILIZING THE TOTAL STATION
Overview of the Total Station
The use of a Total Station Electronic Distance Measuring (EDM) survey tool is another way a shallow
wreck site may be recorded. This technique involves using a laser beam sent from a survey station to a
reflector placed in a location to be recorded to measure distance and
angle. Integrated into the Total Station is a computer that
automatically calculates the location of the object spatially within the
area surveyed (Holley, 2011). The components of the Total Station
are shown in photo 10 (Arrowsmith, 2011). Item number 1 in
photo 10 is the tripod. This is used to stabilize the unit and lock in
the location. Item number 2 is the staff upon which the reflector,
item 6 is secured to. The staff is what is physically placed on the
object to be measured and the reflector contains a prism which the
laser beam bounces off of and returns back to the Total Station.
Number 4 in the layout is the brains of the system, the Total Station
unit which is a sensitive electronic instrument that is transported in
a hard case (Item 3). The Total Station has a sight in which the
surveyor aims the laser to the reflector on the staff. Within the

Photo 10 Total Station Components
(Arrowsmith, 2011)

viewing lens a sight for the laser can be aligned with the head of the reflector by the use of elevation
and transverse dials. When the reflector is within the sight, the surveyor pushes a button on the key
pad and the laser measures the distance and angle from the station to the staff. When the surveyor
presses “f 1” on the key pad the position is stored and calculated with the other points.
Methodology
Survey of the site using the Total Station was to start with the establishment of the station at a known
point. Once the station has been established in a location that the site could be seen, a shore survey
will be taken with the staff and prism. A longer staff will be fabricated to place on the control and
12

detail points on the wreck. All locations will be recorded in the data base in the Total Station to be
down loaded later as an excel spreadsheet.
Conduct of the Survey
The actual placement of the total station was on the observation deck overlooking the beach (Photo
11). The station was measured and fixed by surveying into a flagpole located due north. Once the
station was set a no entry area was established to prevent the unit from being moved.

Photo 11 Establishment of Total Station by Dr. Holley (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

Teams were then organized by task. The shore team took the short staff and began the shore survey
(Photo 12). A long staff was fabricated by Jerry to be used in deeper water up to 32 feet (Photo 13).
The dive team took the long staff and swam it out to the wreck site (Photo 14). Locations were then
surveyed in using the Total Station (Photo 15). Surveying continued until the prism was just showing
above the surface (Photo 16)
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Photo 12 Shore Survey with Short Staff and Total Station (Photo: Bill
Chalfant)

Photo 13 Fabricated Staff for Deep Water Measurements (Photo: Bill
Chalfant)
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Photo 14 Dive Team Swims Long Staff to Site while shallow water team
Returns (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

Photo 15 Aiming the Total Station on Wreck Site (Photo: Provided by Bill
Chalfant)
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Prism

Photo 16 Deep Water Staff Placed on Wreck Site (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

Results
The total time needed for the survey was only four hours. There are a few limitations to this method
the main one is the depth of the wreck. The staff was not able to reach the depths of the stern part of
the wreck where the depths exceeded the length of the staff. In addition, the longer the staff, the more
difficult it became to maintain the staff in a vertical position and held on the control point.
Communication was also a consideration with hand signals being used between the surface members
on the wreck site and the Total Station as well as the surface with the members underwater. The
solution was to use a hand held walkie-talkie in a waterproof bag.
Data Results for this survey project are printed out in Table 1. Line 1 shows the location of the total
station with the first column as easterly direction, the second column as the northerly direction and the
third column as the elevation. This data could have been uploaded into the Site Recorder, however the
student version we were using did not allow an additional layer of data.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

1000

1000

854.469
904.488
985.062
1006.432
776.601
836.563
876.195
919.384
974.057
1062.271
1147.503
1148.165
985.307
986.344
981.416
982.512
1039.535
1047.621
1055.708
1063.794
1071.881
1079.967
1088.054
1096.14
1104.227
1112.313
1120.4
1128.486
1136.572
1144.659
1152.745
1160.832
1168.918
1177.005
1185.091
1193.178
1201.264

1046.737
1043.788
1047.353
1047.944
1357.845
1372.31
1361.697
1407.84
1448.948
1453.214
1464.56
1465.392
1047.633
1041.877
1041.167
1031.326
1273.09
1279.343
1285.596
1291.848
1298.101
1304.353
1310.606
1316.859
1323.111
1329.364
1335.617
1341.869
1348.122
1354.374
1360.627
1366.88
1373.132
1379.385
1385.637
1391.89
1398.143

5
‐0.232
0
‐0.561
‐0.551
‐5.026
‐5.151
‐4.969
‐5.328
‐4.904
‐5.391
‐5.388
‐5.398
‐1.074 BOARDWALK
‐0.235 BOARDWALK
‐0.033 BOARDWALK
0.468 BOARDWALK
‐3.70922
‐3.86691
‐4.0246
‐4.18229
‐4.33997
‐4.49766
‐4.65535
‐4.81303
‐4.97072
‐5.12841
‐5.2861
‐5.44378
‐5.60147
‐5.75916
‐5.91684
‐6.07453
‐6.23222
‐6.38991
‐6.54759 BOARDWALK
‐6.70528 BOARDWALK
‐6.86297 BOARDWALK

Table 1 Total Station Survey Points
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Chapter 4

ELMWOOD SURVEY BY SECTOR SCAN SONAR
Overview
Sector Scan Sonar is a new tool for use in the survey of shipwrecks. This technique uses sound waves
to be transmitted out from the unit and bounce back from the target. The collection of sound waves
are then processed by a computer to display an image. The model used was the Konsberg-Mesotech MS
1000 (Photo 17) with a range that is menu adjustable and user-defined from 5–500 meters. Its beam
width is adjustable from 7.2° to 360° in 7.2° steps and the sector center is adjustable from 0-360° in
0.9° steps (Abbott, 2011). It has a menu driven, Windows-based application control system for display
mode, scan speed, scan reverse, threshold, speed of sound and other settings. The software is capable
of target measurement and annotation, pre-plot search and survey lines, and to geo-reference of sonar
targets. These capabilities make the sonar a very valuable survey tool.

Photo 17 MS 1000 Sonar Head with Software (Photo: Konsberg-Mesotech)

Methodology
The sonar was to be employed from a vessel in vicinity of the Elmwood site. The sonar head needs to
be kept steady and protected from the bottom so it will be deployed on a triangular stainless steel
frame. A reenforced data cable will be used to drop the sonar down to depth and the images will be
displayed from a laptop computer. The scan will be a 360° sector scan and set at a range of 75 feet or
less.
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Conduct of Survey
When the team arrived at the dock where the boat was moored initial preparations were started. The
sonar head was attached to the fixed tri-pod and a pre-deployment check was conducted (Photo 18).
After all components were checked the unit was placed on board of the boat (Photo 19).

Photo 18 Assembling the MS 1000 Sonar (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

Photo 19 Sonar Placed on Bow of Boat (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

A weather call was made due to rough conditions on the lake. Despite the weather it was decided that
we should continue with the sonar and practice in the sheltered area of the docks. The sonar was
19

deployed over the bow (Photo 20) and the results of the scan could be viewed inside the cabin of the
vessel (Photo 21).

Photo 20 Lowering the Sonar from the Bow (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

Photo 21 Sonar Displaying Image of a Sector Scan (Photo: Bill Chalfant)
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Results
Unfortunately we do not have primary data from the day of the survey; however, we had an
opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the sonar. In addition there are images from a previous
scan of the Elmwood site that we are able to use for comparison to our other survey methods (Photo
22 and 23). The actual time it took for a scan was less than one minute.

Stern
Starboard Side

Port
Side
Bow

Photo 22 Scan of the Elmwood Wreck from the Starboard Stern (Image:
Nautilus Marine Group)
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Bow

Port
Side

Starboard
Side

Stern

Photo 23 Image of the Elmwood from the Starboard Side, Sonar is set at 75
feet (Image: Nautilus Marine Group)
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Chapter 5

REMOTE OPERATED VEHICLE SURVEY OF THE ELMWOOD WRECK SITE
Overview
A remotely operated vehicle (ROV) is a tethered underwater vehicle. ROVs are unmanned,
maneuverable and operated by a person aboard a vessel. They are linked to the vessel by a tether
which carries the electrical power, video and data signals back and forth between the operator and the
vehicle. ROVs may carry a variety of payloads such as a video camera and lights. Additional equipment
may include sonars, a manipulator, or other instruments depending on the mission.
The model used for this survey was the Outland 1000 equipped with four magnetic thrusters and a
1000 foot depth rating. It features a color camera with sonar and a articulating probe. It is controlled
by a joy-sick, keyboard, using depth and compass video overlay on the display. Below is the ROV used
on the survey (Photo 24).

Photo 24 Outland ROV Used in Survey (Photo: Bill Chalfant)
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Methodology
This survey was conducted from the M/V Northwestern which is a Northwestern Michigan College
vessel. The ROV will be deployed from the port side of the vessel approximately 50 feet from the
Elmwood Wreck. Once the vessel is anchored, the ROV will be assembled tested and deployed in the
water. Navigation to the wreck will be by sonar imaging until the wreck could be seen visually. The
wreck will be recorded by video from the ROV on board color cameras.
Conduct of the Survey
When the M/V Northwestern arrived on site and anchored, the ROV was assembled and tested
(Photo26). A sonar head and articulating arm was attached to the ROV for this survey (Photo 25). The
ROV was literally thrown into the water (Photo 27) and the tether was handled by a member of the
team acting as a tender. Each of the team members rotated between the roles of tender, sonar reading
and ROV pilot (Photo 28).

Photo 25 Assembling the Sonar (Photo: Bill Chalfant)
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Photo 26 Pre-Dive Checks on ROV (Photo: Provided by Bill Chalfant)

Photo 27 Putting the ROV into the Water (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

Photo 28 ROV Pilot (Left) and Sonar Reader (Right) (Photo: Provided by Bill
Chalfant)
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Results
Initially it was difficult to navigate the ROV through the use of sonar alone. The image was not of a
high resolution (Photo 29), however the wreck was able to be discerned on the screen. Once onsite,
the ROV was maneuvered along the longitudinal axis of the wreck (Photo 31). Video recordings were
made of the images and downloaded after the survey was complete (Photo 30).

Photo 29 View of the Sonar Image (Photo: Bill Chalfant)

Photo 30 Camera View of Wreck (Photo: Bill Chalfant)
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Photo 31 ROV Maneuvering over the Elmwood Wreck (Photo: Jutta Debie)
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF SURVEY METHODS
Survey Methods Compared
The use of divers to survey a wreck is a proven method that does have its distinct advantages. It is
labor intensive, but through the use of volunteers and students it is the most cost effective. The tools
required for recording, other than the personal dive equipment, are relatively inexpensive. Divers also
have the ability to analyze and explain their impressions of the wreck when they surface. In addition,
divers have a superior dexterity as compared to any of the technologies tested in this report. However
there are also significant liabilities to utilizing divers to do the survey. First and foremost is time, it took
the dive teams six days of diving to set-up survey, re-survey the errors and take down the site. This
would have been a costly proposition had the divers been on a payroll. Inaccuracies were another
problem, the measuring tape would often snag on the wreck without the teams realizing it causing the
distance to be recorded longer than it actually was. This is because the limited visibility prevented a
visual confirmation between the two measured points. Another problem was the actual mis-reading of
the tape measure such as reading the imperial verses the metric scale. Finally, the compiling of data was
primarily a manual process involving transcribing data from slates to forms to computer software.
Each time data was put into a different format, the opportunity for errors increased.
Surveying with the Leica Total Station, or similar technology, is the preferred method by civil
engineering companies worldwide today. The benefits of this method are obvious, the first being time.
Once the station is set up and its location fixed, it takes minutes for the staffs to be laid out on shore
positions and, once sighted, to be instantaneously recorded in the stations processor. However when it
comes to underwater surveying, there are distinct disadvantages. First, when it comes to our field is
price. The cost of a basic Total Station is about $60,000 USD. Water is the other factor. The survey
prism is expensive and cannot be submerged, this is a major consideration. Depth of the water is the
other problem. In Photo 13 the length of the staff needed to measure points at depth became very
large to handle and subject to flexing from its weight which could result in inaccuracies. Jerry
Boldenow the surveyor on our team suggested that inexpensive staffs be fabricated from inflexible
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conduit pipe. Instead of a prism at the top, Jerry suggested inexpensive reflection tape be affixed to a
flat surface. This solution would still not solve the problem of depth limitation.
Utilization of the sector scan sonar demonstrated what is possible with today’s technology. As can be
seen in Photo 22 and 23, the results can be very impressive. This technique has several advantages, the
primary one is the amount of data that can be collected in a very short period of time. Once the sonar
is set up in the vicinity of the target, it takes only one sweep lasting less than a minute to image a
wreck. The image can then be analyzed with the software and measurements can be taken directly
from the screen. Also this instrument is able to image in any type of water visibility. If you compare
photo 23 with 5, you can see how much more information is available over an optical camera in
limited visibility. As with all of our technologies, the disadvantage of price comes up. This unit cost
between $35,000 to $45,000 USD depending on the features. Another disadvantage is interpretation;
the sonar images cause shadows and resolution is not perfect, particularly with small items.
Remote Operated Vehicles are another technology that has demonstrated promise in the underwater
archaeology field. Its clear advantage is its ability to be employed where it is impractical or undesirable
to utilize divers. By combining sonar with on board cameras it is possible to locate and document
shipwrecks at almost any depth. There are also disadvantages with the price, as stated with the other
technologies, a major obstacle. The model used has a starting cost of about $45,000 USD with sonar
head. Another disadvantage is the tether to the vehicle; it can become entangled in the wreckage
causing the vehicle to be entrapped. The data collected is comparable to the images that were taken by
diver survey. There is not a capability for accurate shipwreck measurement with on board sensing
devices.
Restrictions to Survey
A discussion about surveying wrecks in the Great Lakes would be incomplete without mentioning the
environment where the survey was conducted.

The environment refers to both the physical

environment as well as the legal environment. Each had a direct effect on how effective the surveys
were in collecting information.
Invasive species such as Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) (Wikipedia, 2011) have migrated to all
areas of the Great Lakes (See Photos 5 through 9). They are freshwater mussels, relatively small, with
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adults ranging from 0.25 to 1.5 in (0.63 to 3.8 cm) long. They attach to things with 'strings', byssal
threads, which come out of their umbo on the dorsal (hinged) side. Removal of the mussel is therefore
difficult and when they are removed they can take part of the shipwreck surface with them. They have
filtered the waters of the Great Lakes enhancing visibility, but their unchecked damage to environment
more than offsets this benefit. The clearer water also causes more light to penetrate the surface and
thus more fresh water green algae such as Ulvophyceae Cladophora (Wikipedia, 2011) are produced.
During the survey the mussels caused lacerations to unprotected hands and made it very difficult to
attach survey points. In addition the mussels cover construction details on the wreck, and they are
illegal to remove. The algae ensnarled dive gear and equipment as seen on the diver in Photo 3, causing
interference with the survey. In deeper water where there is less sunlight and where the Zebra mussels
are less common, another mussel, the Quagga mussel (Dreissena rostriformis bugensis) (Wikipedia,
2011) has taken over and formed colonies over the deep water wrecks.
Michigan also has a regulatory environment that also impacts the ability to conduct comprehensive
surveys. The State of Michigan’s “Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Act 451 of 1994”
(Vrana, 2011) severely limits the work that can be conducted on a wreck site. While the law was well
intended, the law also resulted in unintended consequences. The law prohibits any excavation of the
lake bottom lands within its jurisdiction. This prohibits our survey team from removing any sediment
in order to obtain dimensions or for further investigation. Additionally the removal of any material on
the wreck, to include mussels, is strictly forbidden. The result is that even trained archaeologists cannot
intrude upon a wreck site in any manner without obtaining permission from the State.
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Chapter 7

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF ELMWOOD FUNCTION

Description of Boat
In order to understand the type of vessel the Elmwood wreck was, we need to identify its surviving
components. The boats bow is the main structure that still remains. In photograph 5 the deck beams
are exposed with a carling running through the center of the structure. There is what appears to be a
hatch built over the center carling. On the port side of the vessel there is a prominent wooden cleat.
The bow is more rounded as it comes to the point. What is noticeable is the lack of a bowsprit or any
mast steps on the keel. In photograph 7, you can see an H-Bitt, and this is not just secured to the deck
but its timbers are fastened to the keel. In photograph 2 and 6 the rub strakes can be clearly seen. Also
the rounded curvature of the bow stem which then comes to a vertical can also be clearly seen.
Vessel Type
It is obvious from the lack of bowsprit and mast steps that the Elmwood Wreck is not a schooner as
described in at least one website (ShoreDiving.com, 2011). The next question is how accurate is the
claim (GTBUP, 2009) that the vessel is a tug? In order to answer this question, we should compare it
to a mid-20th Century tug. An example of such a vessel can be found on the NMC Maritime Academy
campus (Photo 32).

Samson Post

Rounded
Bow
Stem Coming to a
Vertical with Rub
Strakes

Photo 32 Mid-20th Century Tug used by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(Photo: Bill Chalfant)
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Steel boats were starting to be manufactured during the late 19th Century, but wood was still more cost
effective (Bass, 1989). When steel boats were built, they often resembled their wooden counter parts.
When you compare photographs 2 of the Elmwood and 32 of the steel tug structural similarities can
be seen. Both have a rounded bow stem until coming to an almost vertical front. Also both vessels
have prominent rub strakes on the bow. These design features suggest a vessel that would be used for
pushing. Perhaps the key indicator of the Elmwood’s purpose is the H-Bitt on the front of the bow.
By definition (Glossary), the H-Bitts were designed for towing operations. All of the factors put
together indicate that the Elmwood Wreck is possibly that of a wood tug.
However we cannot assume that its purpose was that of a work tug. There were also fishing boats that
deployed gill nets, a type of long net that is set and left to collect fish (Blake, 2011). This type of boat
was referred to as the “Great Lakes Fish Tug” (Hadland, 2008). These boats operated on Lake
Michigan and Lake Superior during the early to mid 20th century. This vessel evolved from open boat
design to a fully enclosed tugboat style hull with gasoline or diesel propulsion (Blake 2011).
An example of this type of boat is the ELEANOR, a 50 ft. x 13 ft., built at Naubinway, Michigan, in
1927 (Photos 33 & 34). It was equipped with a 75-90 hp. Kahlenberg oil engine. It was in operation in
Munising, Mich. from 1935 to 1950 until it was run aground by a snowstorm (Hadland, 2008).

Samson Post

Rub Strake

Photo 33 Fishing Tug Eleanor (Photo: Hadland 2008)
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Photo 34 Fish Tug Eleanor Grounded (Photo: Hadland 2008)

The photograph above gives an insight to how these boats were built. In photo 33 the fishing tug also
has a Samson post and rub strake, the red arrows are pointed to each respectively. This construction is
also similar to the Elmwood wreck.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Aims and Results
This survey consisted of two aims:
1. Attempt to determine the type of vessel the Elmwood Wreck was and its function on the Great
Lakes.
2. Compare the effectiveness of various physical survey methods utilizing divers, a Total Station
electronic survey device, a sector scan sonar and a Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV).
Both aims were successfully accomplished. The Elmwood Wreck was not definitively identified as a
fishing tug or a work tug, however the identification of the wreck as a schooner could be ruled out.
The fact that fishing tugs were ubiquitous in the region during the middle part of the 20th Century also
makes it more likely that the vessel was a fishing tug rather than a work tug. The conclusion of our
survey team is that the Elmwood Wreck is a wreck of a wooden tug, but its specific mission could not
be determined.
The second aim was to compare various survey techniques and their effectiveness. As discussed in
chapter 6, each has its advantages and limitations. Each survey method is a different type of tool for
underwater archaeology and each has its place in conducting a survey. In summation, divers are the
best option when the conditions such as depth and environmental conditions are optimal. Accuracy
may be enhanced through the use of a Total Station survey system but water depth is a constraint. The
depth of the water survey using the Total Station may be increased by fabricating a longer water
resistant staff and using reflective tape. When conditions preclude the use of divers or when the
regulatory environment prohibits their deployment, then an ROV or imaging sonar is an effective
means to conduct or supplement an underwater survey.
Recommendations
This project allowed the study of vernacular watercraft of the Great Lakes utilizing various survey
techniques. Participatory archaeology is relatively new in the United States, particularly near shore and
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underwater. It is recommended that this type of survey work continue throughout the Great Lakes
region as well as the rest of the United States. The Nautical Archaeological Society should consider
franchise expansion throughout the United States. This would allow more public participation in
maritime archaeology in the United States.
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APPENDIX A Research Design Plan for the Elmwood Wreck

A-1

Outline for Project Plan
1. Project Title: Elmwood Structural Survey
2. Introduction
a. Project Description: This is a survey of the layout and structure of the vessel Elmwood.
b. Location of project: Elmwood Township Park M-22, Traverse City
c. Reason for choosing this project: This will be part of a NAS Part II Project.
d. Project participants/ Roles
Ian Cundy – Project Director
Bill Chalfant- Archaeologist/Surveyor
Justin- Safety Officer/Surveyor
Jutta- Archaeologist/Researcher/Photographer
Gerald- EDM Surveyor/Diver
e. Type of project: This is a project for a NAS II Survey
f. Primary goals of the project:
Conduct underwater survey of Elmwood including sketch and photographs
Measure the Structure, note its construction
Compare site to sector scan
Collect History of site
g. Key Aim: Produce a NAS II Monograph of the Elmwood
3. Location of the project
a. Lat / Long 44 47.249N / 85 38.103W
b. Region: Elmwood Township Park, Grand Traverse Bay Area
c. Specific directions: On shore at the park along M-22, take sidewalk to shore, swim south to break
wall and descend at 25 foot depth.
d. Contact to gain access: Public Access
4. Goals of Project / Proposed outcomes
a. Site significance: This is a popular site for recreational divers in Traverse Bay.
b. Project benefit to the region: Recreational divers will be introduced to the cultural heritage of
Great Lake vessels and their use.
c. Number of learners: 3
d. Learning will be through hands on application of survey methods.
e. The effectiveness will be measured by successful review and acceptance of a NAS II report.
f. New methods or technologies may be developed as survey is attempted.
g. List Aims
 Attempt to determine the type of vessel the Elmwood Wreck was and its function on the
Great Lakes.
 Compare the effectiveness of various physical survey methods utilizing divers, a Total
Station electronic survey device, a sector scan sonar and a Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV)

A-2

h. List Objectives
 Conduct a physical survey of the Elmwood utilizing divers equipped with measuring tape,
survey markers, cameras, scales and slates.
 Conduct a survey of the Elmwood utilizing a Leica Total Station electronic distance
measuring device.
 Conduct a survey of the Elmwood utilizing a Kongsberg Sector Scan Sonar.
 Conduct a survey of the Elmwood utilizing a ROV.
5. Health and Safety
6. Schedule
a. Time frame: Two weeks
b. Detail listing of each task.
 Assessment dive, site sketch, layout of reference stakes
 Collect History
 Timber measurement, site survey with tape measure
 EDM Measurement of site
 Draw site plan in GIS soft ware
 Write monograph
c. Outline goals by time frame.
i. Pre Survey – July 26, 2011
ii. Survey- July 27th – 31th , 2011
iii. Post Survey- August 1st – 5th 2011
7. How will you share the results? / Products produced
a. A monograph will be produced and submitted to NAS for review.
b. Project will be uploaded to NMC NAS web site.
c. A public presentation will be given at the NMC Nautical Convention.
d. The project archive will be deposited at the NWC Library

A-3

8. Equipment needed:
 Each individual will provide complete their own dive gear with thermal protection.
 Measuring tapes (2) and slate.
 Computer with Site Recorder Software
 Calipers and Straight edges.
 Dive Flag with float
 Frames double strung
 Total Station Surveyor
 Metal and plastic stakes, mallets
 Underwater Camera w/ scale
 UW Compass
9. Budget
a. All survey members will pay for their own expenses.
b. All survey members provide their own personal dive equipment.
c. The resources that you will need to obtain:
 Cylinders
 Air fills
 Weights

A-4

APPENDIX B Raw Data Collected from Elmwood Site
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